
 The Harlem Renaissance  

 

Harlem is a district of Manhattan, New York City. Harlem drew huge numbers 

of blacks during the migration of African Americans from the rural South. 

Harlem became the preeminent cultural center for African Americans north of 

the Mason-Dixon line. The Harlem Renaissance, originally termed the New 

Negro Movement, began in the 1920s and implied, by and large, the works of 

a group of black artists, writers, and intellectuals. The Valley Library has 

compiled this bibliography to help students, professionals, and adult 

information seekers get better acquainted with the people, works, and modes 

of thought that symbolize this principal era in American culture. Visit our 

website at http://harlem740.wordpress.com/ to view images and videos 

featuring the primary people of the renaissance and to learn more about 

renaissance-related events and programming at the Valley Library. 



General Resources 
 

 
 
 
Gates Jr., Henry Louis & Higginbotham, Evelyn Brooks. Harlem 
Renaissance Lives: From the African American National Biography. 
Oxford, 2009. 
This reference work contains over 4000 entries designed to supplement 
Oxford's American National Biography's coverage of African Americans. An 
authoritative volume, it is an essential addition for high school, academic, or 
public libraries. 
 
Wintz, Cary D. and Finkelman, Paul, eds. Encyclopedia of the Harlem 
Renaissance. New York: Routledge/Taylor & Francis Group, 2004. 
This two-volume encyclopedia is an invaluable resource that extensively 
documents the events, people, and importance of the Harlem Renaissance. 
Contains maps, illustrations, timelines, and bibliographies. 
 
Aberjhani & West, Sandra L. Encyclopedia of the Harlem Renaissance. 
New York: Facts On File, 2003. 
Containing roughly 370 alphabetically arranged entries covering the 
emergence of new ideas in literature, political thought, civil rights, racial 
pride, and the arts, this volume is an excellent research tool for those curious 
about the Harlem Renaissance. 
 
Hillstrom, Kevin. The Harlem Renaissance. Detroit, MI: Omnigraphics, 
2008. 
This is a single-volume work consisting of three parts: a narrative overview, 
biographies of leading social and intellectual figures, and primary sources 
consisting of essays, poetry, and testimonials. It also includes a chronology, 
a glossary, photographs, and a bibliography. It is an excellent addition to 
middle and high school libraries.  
 



Huggins, Nathan Irvin. Harlem Renaissance. Oxford University Press, 
2007. 
This superb reissue of Harlem Renaissance brings to a new generation of 
readers one of the great works in African American history and indeed a 
landmark work in the field of American Studies. 
 
Hill, Laban Carrick. Harlem Stomp! A Cultural History of the Harlem 
Renaissance. Little, Brown Books for Young Readers, 2009.  
In this book, “Hill explains the violence, frustration, and dreams of economic 
opportunity that led to the African-American migration to the North at the 
beginning of the 20th century.” (SLJ) He outlines how this led to the great 
black settlement in Harlem and how this influx gave way to one of America’s 
most lush cultural eras. This volume is an excellent source for curious young 
adults. 
 
Boyd, Edited By Herb. The Harlem Reader: a Celebration of New 
York's Most Famous Neighborhood, From the Renaissance Years to 
the Twenty-First Century. New York: Three Rivers P, 2003. 
Boyd details the literary, political, militant, and tragic elements of Harlem 
since its 1920s metamorphosis. “From the renaissance to its fall from grace, 
Harlem has reflected crosscurrents in American culture. This anthology will 
draw readers interested in Harlem's past and concerns about its future as it 
is revitalized and gentrified.” (ALA) 
 
Wintz, Cary D, ed. Harlem Speaks: A Living History of the Harlem 
Renaissance. Naperville, IL: Sourcebooks, 2007. 
This is a “diverse collection of biocritical essays on artists, writers, and 
intellectuals whose lives and works greatly influenced African American 
culture in the three decades following World War I.” (Library Journal) Those 
covered include writers, musicians, artists, stage performers, and civil rights 
leaders.  
 



Literature 
 

 
 
 
Myers, Walter Dean. Here in Harlem: Poems in Many Voices. New 
York: Holiday House, 2004. 
The poems in this anthology “offer a colorful and warmly personal portrayal 
of Harlem. Whether used as a performance piece or read from cover to 
cover, this unusual book will be long remembered.” (Booklist) 
 
Lewis, David Levering. The Portable Harlem Renaissance Reader. 
New York: Penguin, 1995. 
This hefty tome features many significant essays, poems, and stories not 
readily available to all scholars that are drawn from African American 
journals of the period. This anthology will balance and enhance any modern 
American literature collection. (Library Journal) 
 
Brown, Lois. The Encyclopedia of the Harlem Literary Renaissance. 
New York: Facts On File, 2006. 
Facts On File releases a tremendous resource for young adults in this 
collection of essays, poetry, excerpts, and biographies. The book focuses not 
only on the major writers and thinkers of 1920s and 1930s Harlem, but also 
on the many lesser-known but no less significant contributors to the period’s 
great cultural explosion. 
 
Rampersad, Arnold & Roessel, David. The Collected Poems of 
Langston Hughes. New York: Knopf, 1994. 
This collection marks the first time a complete collection of Langston 
Hughes's poetry—860 poems spanning five turbulent decades—was released. 
The editors’ goal was to recover all of the poems that Hughes published in his 
lifetime—in newspapers, magazines, and literary journals, and in his books of 
verse. Hughes was arguable the most visible writer of the Harlem 
Renaissance and remains the most memorable voice of the era. 
 
 



Art 

 
 
Powell, Richard J. & Bailey, David A. Rhapsodies in Black: Art of the 
Harlem Renaissance. University of California Press, 1997. 
This is a handsomely illustrated and provocative investigation of the 
accomplishments of Harlem residents during the renaissance. It includes 
African American artists, including painters, photographers, and sculptors 
from other parts of America during the 1920s and 1930s. 
 
Powell, Richard J. African American Art: Harlem Renaissance. ArtLex. 
http://www.artlex.com/ArtLex/a/african_american_4.html 
Powell gives a brief introduction to visual art of the Harlem Renaissance. 
Thumbnails allow viewers to see a select group of representative paintings 
and sculptures from the era.  
 
Artists By Movement: The Harlem Renaissance 
http://www.artcyclopedia.com/history/harlem-renaissance.html 
The Artcyclopedia database of artists and works associated with the Harlem 
Renaissance.  
 
Smithsonian American Art Museum  
http://americanart.si.edu/search/artist_bio.cfm?ID=2486 
The Smithsonian offers a short biography and a variety of works from the 
Harlem Renaissance’s most visible and influential artist, spanning several 
decades. 
 
 



Film 
 

 
 
  
 

Jazz: A Film by Ken Burns. PBS Paramount, 2004. (DVD) 
JAZZ is a ten-part nearly nineteen-hour documentary series that celebrates 
America's greatest original art form a music whose improvisational spirit 
perfectly reflects the nation that gave it birth. Explore various features and 
audio clips at http://www.pbs.org/jazz/. 
 
Swingin’ Uptown: Renaissance in Harlem. West Long Branch, New 
Jersey: Kultur, 2003. (DVD) 
Music became the centerpiece of the Harlem Renaissance and helped launch 
an artistic awakening rather than a social revolt. Featuring commentary from 
historians and the performers themselves (Cab Calloway, Duke Ellington, 
Count Basie, et al.), this program traces the roots of the music, its social 
impact on society and its eventual acceptance in mainstream culture. 
 
Against the Odds: The Artists of the Harlem Renaissance. PBS Home 
Video, 1994. (DVD) 
Rich archival footage, including newsreels and photographs, recalls the 
influential force of the exhibitions, the vibrancy of Harlem and the many 
significant personalities that shaped the movement, such as William E. 
Harmon, W.E.B. DuBois and Alain Locke. 
 
The Life and Art of William H. Johnson. Wilton, Conn.: Reading and 
O'Reilly, 1991. (DVD) 
Discusses Johnson, the foremost artist of the Harlem Renaissance, his work, 
and what it meant to be a black artist in the first half of this century. 
 
Hughes’ Dream Harlem. San Francisco, CA: California Newsreel, 
2002. (VHS) 
This film shows how Hughes fused jazz, blues and common speech to 
celebrate “black life.” It consists of spoken-word sessions, roundtable 
discussions and a tour of Hughes’ Harlem haunts. 



Jazz 
 

 
 
 

O’Neal, Hank. The Ghosts of Harlem: Sessions with Jazz Legends. 
Vanderbilt University Press, 2009. 
From 1985 to the present, Hank O'Neal interviewed 42 jazz legends who 
made music in Harlem during its heyday and decline. He took their portraits 
with and talked with them about venues, racism, and the end of the 
renaissance.  
 
Anderson, Paul A. Deep River: Music and Memory in Harlem 
Renaissance Thought. Duke University Press, 2001. 
Deep River offers a sophisticated historical account of American racial 
ideologies and their function in music criticism and modernist thought. It will 
interest general readers as well as students of African American studies, 
American studies, intellectual history, musicology, and literature.  
 

 
Vogel, Shane. The Scene of Harlem Cabaret: Race, Sexuality, 
Performance. University of Chicago Press, 2009. 
Deftly combining performance theory, literary criticism, historical research, 
and biographical study, The Scene of Harlem Cabaret brings this rich 
moment in history to life, while exploring the role of nightlife performance as 
a definitive touchstone for understanding the racial and sexual politics of the 
early twentieth century. (amazon.com) 
 
Meckna, Michael. Satchmo: The Louis Armstrong Encyclopedia. Santa 
Barbara, CA: Greenwood Press, 2004. 
This impressive volume is “a comprehensive compendium of the life and work 
of one of the most influential and pervasive jazz entertainers of the twentieth 
century.” (Booklist) 
 



Theater & DRAMA 
 

 
 
 

Krasner, David. A Beautiful Pageant: African American Theatre, 
Drama, and Performance in the Harlem Renaissance, 1910-1927. 
New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2002. 
This volume is a detailed account of the people and works that symbolized 
African American drama in the early twentieth century. It makes a fine 
addition to any drama or African American performance art collection. 
 
Lost Plays of the Harlem Renaissance, 1920-1940. Detroit, Mich.: 
Wayne State University Press, 1996. 
Lost Plays Of The Harlem Renaissance, 1920-1940, is a compilation of 
sixteen plays written by Harlem artists over a period of twenty years. The 
works of Langston Hughes, George S. Schuyler, Francis Hall Johnson, Shirley 
Graham, and others make this a treasured collection. “The plays cover the 
realm of human experience in styles as wide-ranging as poetry, farce, 
comedy, tragedy, social realism, and romance... The book is a remarkable 
contribution to black studies and American theatrical history.” (Midwest Book 
Review) 
 

 
Bennetta, Jules-Rosette. Josephine Baker in Art and Life: The Icon 
and the Image. Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 2007. 
This volume is a thoughtful, scholarly study of Josephine Baker (1906–75)—
performer, writer, activist, and philanthropist. Through Jules-Rosette's review 
of diverse materials—including posters, photographs, scripts, Baker's own 
writings, costumes, and humanitarian and political pursuits—a sensitive and 
in-depth story emerges, revealing the cultural relevance of a remarkable 
woman whose impact still reverberates. Fifty-one photographs enhance this 
innovative volume, which should be a welcome addition to large academic 
and public collections as well as to university reading lists. 
 



Web Resources  
 

 
 
Harlem 1900-1940: An African American Community  
http://www.si.umich.edu/CHICO/Harlem/ 
This is the exhibition portfolio from the Schomburg Center for Research in 
Black Culture, an endeavor of the New York Public Library. The exhibition 
illustrates the impact of Harlem on the visual and performing arts, business, 
athletics, and literature. 
 
Poets.org 
http://www.poets.org/index.php 
From the Academy of American Poets, this website offers simple searching 
and encyclopedic entries for people closely associated with American verse, 
including a database of artists and works specifically relative to the Harlem 
Renaissance.  
 
The Metropolitan Museum of Art  
African-American Artists, 1929-1945: Prints, Drawings, and Paintings 
in the Metropolitan Museum of Art. 
http://www.metmuseum.org/special/se_event.asp?OccurrenceId=%7B61D2F
9D6-68E0-11D6-941A-00902786BF44%7D 
The selections reflect aspects of daily life for African Americans during the 
latter part of the Harlem Renaissance, the Depression and New Deal era, and 
World War II. Several can be viewed online. 
 
Rhapsodies in Black 
http://www.iniva.org/harlem/  
This is the website and gallery of the book Rhapsodies in Black and its 
accompanying exhibition, which opened in San Francisco in 1998.  
 



Reuben, Paul P. Chapter 9: The Harlem Renaissance, 1919-1937. 
PAL: Perspectives in American Literature - A Research and Reference 
Guide.  
http://web.csustan.edu/english/reuben/pal/chap9/CHAP9.HTML 
This ongoing resource is a web index of biographies and bibliographies 
related to people associated with the Harlem Renaissance.  
 
PBS Online Forum: Harlem Renaissance 
http://www.pbs.org/newshour/forum/february98/harlem_2-20.html 
This is from an online forum of experts on the cultural and historical aspects 
of the Harlem Renaissance. Contains deeper analysis of the social, 
philosophical, and artistic zeitgeist in New York in the 1920s and 1930s.  
 
The Library of Congress Web Guides 
A Guide to Harlem Renaissance Materials 
http://www.loc.gov/rr/program/bib/harlem/harlem.html 
This guide by the LOC presents the its resources as well as links to external 
websites dedicated to the Harlem Renaissance. A bibliography is also given. 
 
 

 



People 
 

 
 

Consider this brief list of names when exploring people classically associated 
with Harlem and the Harlem Renaissance. Information on these notable 
people is commonly found in biographical databases or print biography 
searches.
 
 Armstrong, Louis: Musician, 

Singer. 

 
  

 Baker, Josephine: Singer, 
Actress, Activist 

 Basie, Count: Musician 
 Bontemps, Arna: Writer 
 Brown, Sterling: Poet 
 Cullen, Countee: Writer 
 Daddy Grace: Preacher 
 Dubois W.E.B.: Teacher, 

Spokesman 
 Duke Ellington: Composer, 

Musician 
 Ellison, Ralph: Writer 
 Father Divine: Preacher, Activist 
 Garvey, Marcus: Activist 
 Henderson, Fletcher: Musician 
 Horne, Lena: Singer, Actress 
 Hughes, Langston: Writer, Poet 
 Hurston, Zora Neale: Writer 
 Johnson, Jack: Boxer 
 Johnson, James Weldon: Writer 

 Larsen, Nella: Writer 
 Locke, Alain: Writer 
 Louis, Joe: Boxer 
 McKay, Claude: Writer 
 Smith, Bessie: Singer 
 Robeson, Paul: Actor, Activist 
 Robinson, Bill (Bojangles): 

Dancer 
 Thurman, Wallace: Writer 
 Toomer, Gene: Writer 
 Van Der Zee, James: 

Photographer 
 Van Vetchen, Carl: Photographer, 

Writer 
 Walker, A'Lelia: Patron 
 Walker, Madame C.J.: 

Businesswoman 
 Waters, Ethel: Singer, Actress 
  
 


